
 

Excerpted from Dirshu shiur delivered by Dayan Chaim Heimlich שליט"א at Adass Israel Shul 

קצב סעיף אסימן   

The Obligation of דאורייתא– זימון or דרבנן? 

and practical differences 

The Mishna Berura1 brings two sources for the 

obligation of zimun and refers to them as an 

 which indicates that the obligation of אסמכתא

zimun is rabbinic.  The Mechaber2 rules that if a 

group of people ate bread together, some ate 

until the point that they became satiated while 

others ate a kezayis but were not satiated, the 

ones who ate until they were satiated should 

bentch and be מוציא the others in bentching.  

The Mishna Berura3 points out that this applies 

only to bentching but when it comes to leading 

the zimun anyone can lead the zimun, even one 

who did not eat כדי שביעה.  The Shaar 

HaTziyun4 explains that this is due to the fact 

that the majority of poskim rule that zimun is 

derabonon.   

Many have the custom to honor a bar mitzvah 

boy with the leading of the zimun at his bar 

mitzvah seudah.  Only a גדול can be  גדלות . מזמן

is dependent on reaching the age of thirteen as 

well as some other signs.  How then do we 

allow any bar mitzvah boy to be מזמן without 

knowing if he has the signs that are needed?  

The Rama5 rules once a boy has reached the 

age of thirteen he made lead the zimun because 

we can assume that he has the other signs 

required in order for one to be considered a 

 The Mishna Berura6 adds that we cannot  .גדול

rely on his age alone in order to allow him to be 

 another in bentching since bentching is a מוציא

de’oraysa obligation.  Again, the Shaar 

HaTziyun7 explains that this leniency to rely 

solely on age when it comes to zimun is because 

zimun is only a rabbinic obligation. 

The Chazon Ish8 disagrees with the Mishna 

Berura, saying that he is unaware of these 

‘majority of poskim’ that the Mishna Berura 

keeps referring to.  Therefore, the Chazon Ish 

paskens that one should not allow a bar mitzvah 

boy to lead the zimun unless one knows for 

sure that he is a true גדול. Even though the 

Chazon Ish rules that zimun is de’oraysa, the 

addition of Hashem’s name in a zimun of ten is 

only miderabonon.  The Kaf HaChaim brings 

from the מבי"ט that a zimun of ten is de’oraysa 

while a zimun of three is derabonon. 

In summation, the Mishna Berura holds that 

zimun is always derabonon.  The Chazon Ish 

holds that zimun of three is de’oraysa and the 

 holds that only a zimun of ten is מבי"ט

de’oraysa.  The halacha follows the Mishna 

Berura and therefore a bar mitzvah boy may 

lead the zimun as soon as he turns thirteen. 
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 סימן קפד סעיף א

Changing location to bentch after eating a bread meal 

 Opinion of Rambam Opinion of R’ Yonah 
Ruling of MB according 

to Achronim 

One 
unintentionally 
(b’shogeg) left 
one’s location 
that ate the 
bread meal 

Even in the first instance 
(lechatchila) can bentch at 

the new location 
(Mechaber/Rema). 

 
Even according to this 

opinion, it is still 
praiseworthy to go back 

to original location to 
bentch (MB 6) 

Lechatchila in the first 
instance should go 

back to original 
location to bentch. 

 
Bedieved, if already 

bentched in new 
location, the bentching 

is valid. 
(Mechaber/Rema) 

It is proper to follow 
R’ Yonah, except in a 

time of need can rely on 
the Rambam (MB 7). 

One 
intentionally 
(b’meizid) left 
one’s location 
that ate the 
bread meal 

Lechatchila should go 
back to original location to 

bentch. 
 

If already bentched 
(bedieved) in new 

location, the bentching is 
valid. 

(Mechaber/Rema) 

Even bedieved if 
already bentched in the 

new location, the 
bentching is not 

accepted and must go 
back to original 

location to bentch 
(Mechaber/Rema) 

Although lechatchila 
certainly should go back 
to the original location 
to bentch, bedieved if 

already bentched in the 
new location, do not 
need to go back to 

repeat bentching (MB 
5). 

 

Note 1: According to the Rema, the chart only applies when not eating in the new location, but if going to eat 

in the new location as well, one can bentch after eating in the new location (lechatchila should have this in 

mind when saying hamotzi in the original location)9.  
 

Note 2: Where ever states ‘bread meal’, the same halachos apply to eating mezonos foods with respect to the 

after-bracha of ‘al-hamichya’ (MB 12). It is also best to be stringent to apply the same halachos to the after-

bracha of ‘al-hapeiros’ when eating the seven fruits (MB 178:45, 184:12, Dirshu 7)10. 
 

                                                           
9 If one is planning on going back to the original location to eat more there anyway, it is better to bentch in the original location after 
eating there (Shaar Hatziyun 178:34). 
10 However with the seven fruits, one should not rely on the Rema’s leniency brought in Note 1 (Siman 178:5, Dirshu 34). 



  

 סימן קצג

1.  The Mechaber rules that one cannot be מוציא 

another in bentching if that person does not 

understand Lashon Hakodesh.  The Mishna 

Berura, however, notes that the accepted 

custom is that one can be מוציא another in such 

a circumstance.11  [Mechaber 1, MB 5] 

2.  The obligation of zimun applies to three adult 

males that ate bread ‘together’.  There is a doubt 

as to whether people who ate from the seven 

species together are obligated in zimun.  

Therefore, when eating the seven species one 

should be careful not to be קובע with two 

others. [MB 6] 

3.  It is forbidden for three adult males who 

began or finished a bread meal together to 

separate and not have a zimun.  Additionally, it 

is a mitzvah for two people who began or 

finished a bread meal together to look for a third 

person to join them for a zimun.12 [Mechaber 1] 

4.  Even though it is forbidden to deliberately 

not partake in a zimun of ten, if one must leave 

to go to a dvar mitzvah one is allowed to break 

up into a zimun of three, thereby losing the 

zimun of ten.13 [MB 16]  

5.  The above halacha only applies to someone 

downgrading from a zimun of ten to a zimun of 

three.  But, one who is obligated to participate 

in a zimun of three may not leave even if doing 

so means that he will miss the opportunity for a 

dvar mitzvah.14 [Dirshu note 8 in the name of 

the Aruch HaShulchan] 

6.  One who is attending a large meal and 

calculates that he will not be able to hear the 

 s recitation of the first beracha of’מזמן

bentching should break away and make a 

smaller zimun of three. [MB 17] 

7.  In order to be obligated in a zimun three adult 

males need to eat together.  The definition of 

together is… 

 Eating at the same table.15 16 

 Began or finish the meal at the same 

time.17 

 סימן קצד

8. Three people began the meal together and 

became obligated in zimun.  If one of them 

forgot to wait for the zimun and bentched to 

himself, the zimun is not lost.  The three of them 

can still be mezamen together.  However, if two 

of them forgot to wait for the zimun and 

bentched, the zimun is lost. [Mechaber 1] 

 סימן קצה

9. Students eating at their desks in a classroom 

where there are two students per desk may all 

join together for a zimun if they regularly eat all 

together in the classroom. [Dirshu note 5 in the 

name of Rav Shlomo Zalman Aurbach zt”l] 

 סימן קצו

10. If one ate a forbidden food, even 

unintentionally, he may not join the zimun. 

[Mechaber 1] 

11.  If one intentionally ate forbidden food he 

may not recite a beracha rishona or achrona.  If 

the food was consumed accidentally he may 

recite a beracha achrona. [Ibid, MB 4] 

                                                            
11 The above is only true if the listener understands the inyan of 
Kiddush. [Dirshu note 1] 
12 Similarly, f one already has a zimun of three, it is a mitzvah to 
try to make a zimun of ten. 
13 The Mishna Berura brings a machlokes haposkim in a case 
where doing so will lead losing the zimun of ten for everyone.  If 
one is running to a mitzvah deoryasa, the Mishna Berura rules 
that maybe one can leave even under such circumstances. 

14 See there a dissenting opinion. 
15 The גר"א rules that if all the food belongs to the head of the 
household then all can combine for a zimun even if they are 
sitting at different tables. [MB 18] 
16 See Dirshu note 12 regarding a wedding meal. 
17 See Dirshu note 13 for a definition of the ‘start of the meal’. 
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The Weekly Shmiras HaLashon  

 (Based on Sefer Chofetz Chaim – Dirshu edition)

 Even just listening to Lashon Hara without 

intending to believe it is also prohibited Min 

Hatorah (Chofetz Chaim 6:2) [where there is no 

constructive purpose involved]. Some say the 

reason is that it is impossible to listen to Lashon 

Hara without it affecting the way we feel about 

the subject of the Lashon Hara to some degree. 

Therefore, it is forbidden to even listen [where 

there is no constructive purpose] as it will 

inevitably lead to a degree of kabolas Lashon Hara. 

Others say that the problem is with the listening 

itself; even if one does not believe the story at all, 

it is nevertheless Hashem’s will that we should not 

listen to derogatory speech about another yid (p. 

345, note 8). 

 

 There is a way of obtaining derogatory 

information without speaking or listening to 

Lashon Hara, and that is by seeing it with one’s 

own eyes [i.e. the police caught a thief and one 

draws close to see who the offender is]. This is not 

violating the prohibitions of Lashon Hara. Similarly, 

some people write their personal diary and include 

pieces of derogatory information about the people 

with whom they came into contact. After a long 

time has gone by, and the person has forgotten the 

degrading remarks he made about others, he is still 

allowed to re-read his records, even though it will 

remind him of all the negative impressions about 

his friends. This is not considered Lashon Hara, as 

he is receiving all the information by himself and 

there is no speaking or listening to Lashon Hara. 

Obviously, it will be forbidden for others to read 

his diary (see Chofetz Chaim 1:8). [Although there 

is no prohibition of Lashon Hara in the above two 

scenarios there still might be a concern of violating 

the positive commandment of ve’ahavta l’re’acha 

kamocha] (R’ N. Karelitz) (p. 345, note 10). 
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